Organiser: Mr Richard Huson- Undercliff guest House, Bouley Bay, Jersey.
Tel 01534 863058.
Club: Undercliff Walkers
Price £1

Award: One badge for all walks @ £2.50
Round Jersey Millenium Trail Part 1 PT191 28 Km Trail rating 2+
From here you can take to the beach or keep to the road. There is a
single file track on L of the road. You will pass Le Braye café and
toilets, El Tico café, Big Vern’s café and toilets
Question. What is the name of the house with the orange coloured roof between Big Vern’s
café and Kempt Tower?
If you are walking on the beach continue right to the end of the beach to the small slipway
Continue straight at the top of the slipway, do not turn right keeping the big bunker on
your left.
Question. What sort of business is operated from this bunker.
Continue up the main road( Route des Havres), and after 150m you will see a sign on the left,
Cliffpath to Gronez, take this path up the steps keeping the sea on your left, after 500m you
will see a big gun on your right. Keep to the cliffpath and soon you will see the magnificent
Pinnacle Rock on your left. After 750m you will cross over a wooden bridge, soon the big
concrete “Toastrack” comes into view. After 1600m you come to the ruins of Gronez Castle
on your left and a car park
Follow the Cliffpath sign out of the car park and soon Plemont Bay will come into view. After
2000m you arrive at a small road, from here you can go down the road to Plemont Café or
climb the last gruelling 100m to the main car park. Take the road or path out of the car park
towards the coast to the start of the cliff path.
Question. What is the shape of the little stone building next to the sign?
Be careful there are very steep sides on the cliffpaths. You will now see the coast of France on
your L.
After 2km you will come up to a sign “Footpath>”, go R after 220m on to the road you come
to a T junction turn L. After 150m the road changes to a track, and soon you will be able to
see Greve de Lecq below. After 400m you will come to the road and bay where there are cafes
and toilets.
Across the road there is a sign that just says “Footpath>”, follow the road around to R. 80m
down the road by the Greve de Lecq barracks is a sign”Cliffpath to Devil’s Hole 2.5 mls”,
follow this, the road climbs. DO NOT GO ONTO THE SHOOTING RANGE. After 1km you
turn L by sign “Cliffpath to Devil’s Hole 2mls”. The road changes to track. Follow the path
around the back of the “compost site” and look for the footpath sign that goes towards the
coast.
After 400m you come to 2 signs, “Cliffpaths” and “Bridle path”, Take the “Bridle path” to R.
After 550m you will come to a T junction on the path, turn L.
Question. What is written on the National Trust sign 30m down the track?
90m after the sign take L hand track towards coast.

Here there are 2 paths that run parallel, keep to the cliff path nearest the sea all the time. From
here you will be able to see Devil’s Hole in the cliffs. After 1.2km you will see a house on L,
keep following the footpath and cliffpath signs. You should be able to see the “DEVIL”. After
170m you arrive at the Priory Inn Pub. A welcome drink.
The cliffpath restarts behind the pub. After 50m take the right hand fork in the path, keep to
main path, After a few metres there is a junction of 5 paths, turn L, and after 120m you will
come to a granite cliffpath sign. After 400m you are at the bottom of Mourier Valley.
Question. What is in front of the building?
Rejoin the path on the other side of the stream, past the metal railings the path climbs. After
1km you reach a small car park at Sorel Point. Join the road and turn R going inland for 140m
up to the T junction with the main road. Turn L along La Route du Nord past Ronez Quarry
on your L and Les Fontaines Tavern on R, toilets here. Keep to gravel path on left hand side
of the road. After 1750m you will come to sign on R that says “Cliffpaths to Wolves Caves
and Bonne Nuit”, turn sharp L here and look for the next cliffpath signs, follow these. Lovely
views of the coast of France and Sark from the path. Lots of steps to climb.
After 950m you come to Wolves Caves pub and toilets, follow the cliffpath sign to Bonne
Nuit, the path becomes very stoney so be careful.
After 650m you will be able to look down on Bonne Nuit Bay. Take the steps to descend and
after 400m you will reach the road. Go down the hill for 200m past the Idlerocks Hotel.
(Turn L for the last café and toilets before Undercliff)
The road starts to rise and you will see the sign for cliffpath to Bouley Bay. After 400m there
is another sign for Bouley Bay on L and the road goes down past the Cheval Rock Hotel.
After 550m the path divides , lower and upper, you can take either but the lower is easier. The
path is quite challenging. After about 2350m you can climb R or go down L to the sea . Go
down to the cliff path by the sea and keep a look out for some dolphins as they are quite often
seen between this point and Bouley Bay. At last Bouley Bay is in view, and after 1500m you
come to a little granite cottage.
Question. What is the name on the gate?
Climb the stony path through the woods and after 400m follow sign to L for Bouley Bay.
After 175m you will come to a junction in the woods, turn L. The trail becomes easier as it
descends and after about 2300m you will be back at Undercliff.
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From the car park go past La Pulente pub and restaurant and on the
right take the little path behind the low wall on the sea side of the
road. Climb the steps on the left and after 500m the ground levels out, go left here towards the
houses. The path changes to a small road inbetween a row of houses. Go left at the T junction
where there is a white wall, follow the largest road around past a house called Trompe l’oeil
on left. After 500m you come to the main road opposite the entrance to the Atlantic Hotel.
Cross over to the gravel path on left. After 475m you come to a footpath and cycletrack, turn
left down the gravel track. Keep on straight following the signs for St Aubin’s, past the golf
practice range on right, further past a big green building on right.
Question. What is the name of the Sports Centre that you pass on the left.
You will pass under a bridge , past some ducks on a pond. Continue on path past Cory’s car paints on right and
after 5000m

From St Aubin’s take the promenade (or the beach) and after 1500m you will reach the
Gunsite Café and toilets. After 3500m you will reach La Fregate Café. Follow the path along
the sea wall keeping the sea on your right. After 350m you will come to a marina, follow the
path around to the left, continue STRAIGHT for 400m until you reach 2 roads, cross over, and
turn right.
Question. What is the date on the granite stone marked Maritime House.
Follow the path around Maritime House( do not go across the road) for 250m and you will
come to another marina and Albert Café. Turn left around the edge of the marina until you
reach Kufra’s shop and after 800m you will reach the Steam Clock and another marina. Take
the path on the Norman Ltd side of the marina and continue past La Folie pub which is on
right, and after 550m there are some steps in the tall wall, climb these and at the top you must
take the road with the sign Mount Bingham, this road rises gently. Stay on the pavement

nearest the sea and take the promenade in front of the Hotel de la Plage. After 950m you
come to a T junction with the Hotel de Normandie in front, continue around to the right to
the White Horse Inn. From here you can take to the beach or continue along the pavement,
and further on there is a promenade.
After 2000m you will reach a car park with a telephone box, and after 200m there are some
steps (if you have walked along the beach) with a flag pole at the top. Here you can rejoin the
pavement(easier) or continue along the beach. Be careful there is a small stoney area to cross
over. You will now be able to see Green Island on right. After 600m you will come to a car
park with a phone and toilets. Snacks are available here as well.
From here you will have to rejoin the road by turning right as you come up from the beach.
Cross over to left at the Shakespear Hotel, and after 1100m you will reach La Hocq pub,
toilets and phone. From here you can go back onto the beach, be careful if you stay on the
road as there are not pavements all the away along. After 2400m you reach La Rocque
harbour. If you have come along the beach you will have to climb up the steps at the back of
the harbour wall. Here there are toilets and a phone at the end of the car park.
Question. What is the name of the house opposite the top of the slipway with the red roof.
From here it is better to walk along the road on the pavements, there is some road without
pavement but after 800m you will reach the Seymour Inn. From here it is better to take to the
beach and also the top of the sea wall and after 1750m you reach Fort Henry on you left
which is situated on the golf course. After 1000m you will reach Gorey harbour.
Take the path behind the tiolets to Mont Orgueil Castle and turn right at the top of the path
and keep the sea on right. Carry on along the coast past Anne Port Bay, past Les Arches
Hotel on left. After 1800m there is a sign on right that says Archirondel (here there are toilets
and the Driftwood Café). 50m further on turn left up the C108.
Question. What is the date on the stone in the wall on right.
Follow the road up the hill past a building site and houses. After 1100m you reach a T
junction, turn right, and after 250m you come to a junction with 2 beautiful granite houses
opposite. Turn left and after 300m you reach a X roads with the main road, turn right here and
after 500m you will reach the Royal Hotel.
Turn right out of out of the pub and after 150m turn right into Rue des Raises (Green lane),
past Les Raises Cottage. Follow the lane and after 1100m you come to a T junction with a
sign Rue du Puchot on right, turn right here down to the next T Junction. Turn left into Rue du
Clos Fallu(no sign) past a smelly cow farm on left.
800m down to the next junction, bear right into La Profonde Rue and after just 150m turn
right into Rue du Pot du Rocher which is just before the zoo. After 300m turn left into Rue du
Becquet taking the right hand fork in the road. After 650m turn right into Rue de la Falaise.
Question. After 150m what is the name of the house on the right just before the common?
Answer.
From her you can get onto the cliffpath or follow the road back down the hill to
Undercliff.
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